DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 6L/R: Climb heading 041° for vector to V23, thence.
TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 7L/R: Climb heading 071° for vector to V23, thence.

...then on (transition) or (assigned route). Expect filed altitude 5 minutes after departure.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS
RUNWAYS 6L/R, 7L/R: If not in contact with departure control within 3 minutes after departure, turn left heading 270°, intercept V23 to CHATY INT and resume the CHATY FIVE DEPARTURE. Continue on course.

GORMAN TRANSITION (CHATY5.GMN): From over CHATY INT on LAX R-323 and GMN R-142 to GMN VORTAC.
HENER TRANSITION (CHATY5.HENER): From over CHATY INT on LAX R-323 to JOSUL, then on FIM R-097 to FIM VORTAC, then on FIM R-250 to HENER INT.
KWANG TRANSITION (CHATY5.KWANG): From over CHATY INT on LAX R-323 to JOSUL, then on FIM R-097 to FIM VORTAC, then on FIM R-250 to KWANG INT.
SAN MARCUS TRANSITION (CHATY5.RZS): From over CHATY INT on LAX R-323 to JOSUL, then on FIM R-097 to FIM VORTAC, then on FIM R-267 to OHIGH INT, then on RZS R-087 to RZS VORTAC.